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Radio flyer classic tricycle pink

From chrome handlebars and fenders to playful streamers and deluxe ringbells® the classic style of this three-wheeled bike, predicting the One you loved as a child, is a timeless icon of childhood.  High-quality construction This classic three-wheeled car features sturdy 12-inch spoke wheels and real
rubber tires for added durability. Steel frames and chrome accents add a premium look and quality design. This three-foot bike can withstand the test of time during years of re-use and memory production. High-quality construction This classic three-wheeled car features sturdy 12-inch spoke wheels and
real rubber tires for added durability. Steel frames and chrome accents add a premium look and quality design. This three-foot bike can withstand the test of time during years of re-use and memory production. Rowing seats for years of play Classic pink dual deck rowing seats on three-foot bikes™ with
your child to ensure years of fun play. Watch your child develop from a rookie rider to a three-footer specialist as he practices and grows. See how others enjoy this ride! A classic ride for timeless fun to customize your shipping time and add to your cart. From chrome handlebars and fenders to playful
dingbells, the classic style of a three-wheeled car is a timeless childhood icon. High-quality construction This classic three-wheeled bike features sturdy 10-inch spoke wheels and real rubber tires for added durability. Steel frames and chrome accents add a premium look and quality design. This three-foot
bike can withstand the test of time during years of re-use and memory production. High-quality construction This classic three-wheeled bike features sturdy 10-inch spoke wheels and real rubber tires for added durability. Steel frames and chrome accents add a premium look and quality design. This three-
foot bike can withstand the test of time during years of re-use and memory production. Adjustable seats in classic pink ™ adjustable seats for years of play™ grow with your child to ensure years of fun play. Watch your child develop from a rookie rider to a three-footer specialist as he practices and grows.
See how others enjoy this ride! Not available for images Color:
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